
Free Tommy Robinson 

Bruce Tarras signed this petition .. interesting 

 Since Tommy Robinson (real name Stephen Yaxley-Lennon) co 
published his anti Islam book “Mohammed’s Koran” with Peter 
McClaughlin he has been immersed in an attempt to justify his platform 
of anti Muslim rhetoric and to present himself as having evolved from 
the thug of his EDL/ex convict days into an activist rather than a hater.

Unfortunately for Tommy all the white washing (pun intended) in the 
world cannot hide the fact that this man is a racist, bigoted hater with a 
personal agenda against the Muslims living in our country.

We have collected a selection of Tommy’s tweets – all of which are 
genuine and not photoshopped or altered in any way – to illustrate 
plainly what kind of man he is and to clearly demonstrate the contempt 
he displays for his fellow human beings.

It doesn’t matter how many times he attempts to reinvent himself, his 
history as an individual who attempts to cause division and disunity for 
his own personal gain will always follow him.



M D started this petition to Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and 
Leader of the Conservative Party Theresa May MP

PETITION IN : ENGLISH - FRANÇAIS - ESPAÑOL - DEUTSCH - ITALIANO - 
POLSKI - CZECH - RUSSIAN

Tommy Robinson has been arrested and jailed for reporting on Muslim 
grooming gangs. A job that he chooses to do with no regard for his own 
safety, informing the public of all the wrongs committed in the name of Allah. 
Fighting against adversity and reporting on issues that our mainstream media 
are too afraid to speak of.

Tommy is raising issues that are affecting all of our communities, and that are 
being swept under the carpet and hidden from the public.

Its time we stand together, stand strong, and stand by his side.  
·

https://www.change.org/u/307890729
https://www.change.org/decision-makers/theresa-may-62
https://www.change.org/decision-makers/theresa-may-62
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632,715 have signed. Let’s get to 1,000,000!

Bruce Tarras signed this petition


